Core Competencies

Enterprise Ventures Corporation (EVC) is committed to providing the highest quality and cost-competitive professional services, business consulting, and production solutions for government, private industry, and the public. Our professional diversity is comprised of a multidisciplinary workforce—dedicated to excellence and customer satisfaction.

Professional Services

MANAGEMENT – CONSULTING & EXECUTION
• Program Management; Financial Management; Acquisition Management; Logistics Management
• Strategic Planning & Process Improvement; Administrative, Program, & Logistics Support

ENVIRONMENTAL, SAFETY & OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
• Safety & Health Compliance; Safety Management Systems; System Safety
• Industrial Hygiene & Environmental Health; Multimodal & Aviation Safety

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
• Research & Analysis; Data Collection, Extraction, & Conversion
• Software Engineering; Information Security; Information Assurance Cyber Security

EDUCATION & TRAINING
• Course Development & Delivery
• Instructional System Design (ISD)
• Multimedia and Graphic Design
• Video and Social Media Development and Integration

SPECIAL MISSIONS
• Advisory & Assistance; Special Operations Forces (SOF) Support; Energetic Operations
• Security Protection & Nonlethal Programs; SOF Tactical Network (CSISR) Capabilities

PRODUCTION SERVICES
• Prototyping; Light Manufacturing & Product Development
• Survivability Technologies; Signature Management Coatings; Water Recycling & Purification

Products

CYBERSECURITY: AGIS – Advanced Guard for Information Security
• A secure, bi-directional file transfer system with sophisticated cleaning and filtering capabilities that inspects and cleans high-risk, common-use files by removing malicious, hidden, and inappropriate content while preserving the original file format
• Serves as a cyber-guard to facilitate the exchange of files across networks
• Listed on NCDSMO Baseline

SURVIVABILITY TECHNOLOGIES
• Trusted, low-cost survivability technologies and signature management solutions—from the initial coatings formulation to specialized applications and process integration.

GREYWATER RECYCLING
• Water technologies that recycle greywater and waste water from other commercial and industrial sources for non-potable use.
• Greywater recycling systems for laundries, temporary installations, military, disaster relief operations, and remote living installations

ADVANCED TOOLING
• H-60 Bridge Tool Deluxe Kit – Contains specially-designed tools for removal and installation of forward and aft bridge assemblies on H-60 aircraft
• Quick Skive Removal Tools – Specially-engineered, nonmetallic tooling for use on steel, aluminum, fiberglass, composites, glass and other delicate surfaces and have multiple applications for aviation and industry
• Incremental Sampling Tool Kit – Contains everything for incremental soil sampling consistent with U.S. EPA Method 8330B guidance

Technology Transition & Commercialization

EVC uses a Lean Transition methodology to evaluate, monetize, and transfer advanced technologies designed and created by others to the marketplace. Our approach reduces risks associated with product development, scale up, and commercialization.
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